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Adaptive Control of Full Penetration GTA We

Yu M. Zhang, Radovan Kovacevic, and Lin U

Abstact-This application paper addresses the control of a
nonminimum-phase plant with variable large orders and delays.
The process concerned is futl penetration gas tungsten arc weld'
ing. Based on an analysis of accepted adaptive algorithms, the
generalized predictive control algorithm presented by Clarke'
Mohtadi and Tirffs is selected as the principal control strategy.
An adaptive generalized predictive decoupling control scheme is
constructed. To decouple our nonminimum-phase multivariable
plant, a predictive decoupling algorithm is also pmposed. Simu'
lations are performed to determine the default parameters of the
algorithms. The performance has been tested by both simulations
and experiments

L lvrnooucrroN

C EAI\{ tracking and weld penetration conrol are trvo fun-

l) damental issues in automated welding. A nrmber of
approaches, including pool oscillation, infrared sensing, ul-
trasonic sensirg, and radiography, have been proposed to
sense tbe weld peneEation from tbe weld-face [1]. Whereas
the seam Eacking technology has mahred, however, accurate
penetration control still remains an unresolved problem due to
ffos limitations assaiated with each individual sensing method.
New sensing principles are strongly needed tll. It is knoqm
that the sag depression is directly determined by tbe geometry
of tbe pool bosom surface. Thus, we proposed to monitor the
full penetration state, which is qpecified by the baclside bead
width, using tbe geometry of the sag behind the pool rear.
Experimentation showed that despite variations in the welding
conditions and parameters, the backside bead width can be
accurately determined from the sag depression using a sirnple
linear model [U. This reflects the inherent dependence of the
sag geomeay on tbe baclside opening. It is known tbat tbe

, iweld penetration status is essential in the rod pass. To acquire
high quality joints, tbe rod pass is frequently GTA welded.
The above correlation was acquired based on gas tuqgsten arc
(GTA) welding without filler. Thus, this correlation can be
used to develop a practical penetration conEol method' with
a weld-face sensor that can be attached to and move with tbe
tqch-

To contol tbe fitll penetration using tbe sag depression,
a laser sEipe was projected onto the sag behind the weld
pml. A real-time image praessing algorithm was developed-
Despie tb arc and slag, tbe sag geomeeical parameters can
be accurately acquired in real-time [2]. Also, the GIA welding
prcess has been analyzed to prwide prcess characteristics
md a model for the control desip t3]. In this study, tbe
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welding pr@ess is referred to as the firll-peneEatim prcess
(FPP) becanse our goal is to control tbe baclside bead width
of a fully p€nerafed joinr

It has been shoqm tbat tbe FPP is nonminimum phase with
variable large orders and delays [3]. Dre to tbe short welding
duration, only a few key parameters can be realistically
identified on-line rather than all the model parameters, orders
md delays. Thus, inexact orders and delays will have to
be ad&essed, and consequently, tbe conventional adaptive
algoitbms such as tb generali2sd minimum variances (GI{\D

or pole-placement will probably fail if applied to our proble'rn.
For example, the GIvfV performs poody if tbe plant delay
varies [4], even if it is robust with respect to our asnrmed
model onder. Other approaches [5] which attempt to estimate
the delays using operating data tend to be complex and
lack robustness. Unless qpecial precautions re taken, pole-
placement and tbe LQG self-hrner are sensitive to the overes-
f'mation of tbe model order due to tbe pole/zero canoellations
in tbe identified model [4]. The possibility of applying a
multivariable PID or fiizzy controller was also investigated
through simulations. Their performance in terms of nade-
off between tbe response speed and overshooting was not
sati$actory. Because of tb uncertain delay, tbe H* controller
is diffrcult to apply t6l. The generalized predictive control
(GPC) presented by Clar{<e et al., however, has been shown
to be capable of effective control of a plant with simultan@us
variable delay, variable order and nonminimum-phase as well
as open-loop unstable properties. This algoitbm has been
zuccessfully used to control the area of the weld pool [71.

An adaptive predictive decorpling control scheme' utilizing
GPC as tbe essential control sEategy, is proposed for tbe FPP.
A V-predictive hyb,rid decorpliag elemrent is incorporated to
decouple tbe coupled nonminimum-phase plant. Simulatims
are performed to determine default algqithm parameters and
syemine the system performance. Welding experinents under
a wide variety of welding conditions and disturban@s are also
conducted. It is shown that the desired sag geometry can be
rchieved despite the variations in the welding conditions.

tr. BacrcRottND

The cross section of a fulty penetrated joint can be described
by Fig. 1. In general, the sag depression depth If, tbe sag
width b, and the backside bead width b6 te used to describe
the cross section geomerically. It was observed that when I/
and b were utilized to describe b6, oo adeqpate relationship
could be found. Thus a nerft' geometric parameter, called tbe
average sag depression depth, is defined by h - ,S/b where
S is tbe sag depression area (see Fig. 1). It was found tbat bl
can be determined with sufficient accuracy by h tll.
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Fig.Z. Experinrcntal syst€m diagram. The sensor, which consists of the

lair, lens, and canera, is attached to and moves with the torch'

The sag geouFtry was measuredby avision sys!€m (Fig. 2).

A laser ttrip" was projected onto tbe sag behind the pool rear.

The measrrement acc,rtacy of tbe sag geometry is determined

by the image signal-noise ratio, resolutim and praessing

tonoiq*. The signal-noise ratio increases when tbe distance

beffigjn the pml rear and laser sfipe increases, for a certain

o'ptical filter and laser. A lrger distance, however, will pre

dirce a larger delay for tbe weld penetration control- A nade-off

between tbe Lr& praessing and tbe delay must be cmsid'-

ffiHffffi hir* sho; that a satiSactory perroffice
of image prcessing can be guuanteed if tbe distance frm tbe

pool rear-to tbe s6ipe is not less than 5 mm. Thus, tbe laser

r6ip" was selested io be 20 mm behind tbe electrode- For this

,"^* configrgatioU an image prcessing algqithm has been

proposed to-t"ti"Uty acquire tbe sag geomefical paramet€rs in

fu.i-ti." t2]. The tag pttam"tos h and b are measred using

the sensor resolutims along the depression direction (pixel, =

0.0436 mm) and along the pool width direction (pixel' = 0.05

mm), respectively.
A tJrpical GTA welding speed, 2 mrn per second, is used

in tb-confol experiments. Tio acquire a fine and smooth full

penetration, tbe control variables should be adjusted in a small

i-g" along the seam. This range is selected to be L mm. Thus'

tre-sanpfing interrtal of the control system is 0.5 s. Since tbe

image praessing algorithm can acquire tbe sag parameters in

200 ms [2], tbeie ii fOO ms for implementing an adaptive

control atguithm
Althollgh tbe full penetration is solely determined by h,

Monior
Y

Fig. 3. Controlled Process.

a gniform sag width is also required- Thus, both h and

b will be confolled as the orr@uts of the pr6ess. The

weldiag crrrent f and arc length I are selected as tbe confol

variables. Tbe FPP can be described by Fig. 3 where pii =

^tD[: 'Lb;i(k)z-k-a;t ( i  = L,2, i  = 1,2) [3].  Here b; i

is 6e 
-nioalf 

coefrcient, and M6i, and d;i re tbe srborder

and strbdelay, respectively. e1 and ez are the noises. In tbe

control "*poi-.ott , b;i, d,;i, and M;1 wrll lt" ryit values

in tbe ooriort model 
-Gaile 

1) and therefoF will not be

identified on-line. 16 (f = 12) and b;o(f = L2) are tbe

on-line adjustable (OLA) parameters that will be identified

d'ring *"idiog prsess confiol. It can be seen that the prcess

has been aescriUed by a moving-average GvIA) model, rather

than an autoregressive moving-average (ARlvIA)' From tbe

standpoint of decreasing th6 number of tbe pammet€rs for

on-line estimation in adaptive con6ol, a model with an au'

tcegression term is prefened. The &-step-ahead prediction

o,i*y of ARI\{A .od"lt, however, decreases significantly

with tbeprediction step ,b, whereas tbe prediction accgracy of a

lvIA mdel is independent of tbe prediction step. In this shrdy,

the predictive confol needs long-range predictions' thereforc

ARIyIA models were selected [3].
., .The model pqamgkT, incluling tbe qoeffcglts' orders'
:and delays,-vary'with tbe welding conditions. To model tbe

FpP, six-tSrpical welding conditions were selected to perform

dynanic "*p"ti.*tt iropr previous study t3l. Six individual

models have been fit frm each experirrent. It was found that

tbe parameters do vary in large ranges. This. variation in the

.oaet pammeters can also be seen from their step responses

(Ftg +i. Usrng all tbe experimental data a model has been fit

6 tt" oo-ioal model (Frg. 4 and Table 1). It has been shown

that zeros exist in tbe nominal model which are outside tbe unit

circle[3].Thus,theprocessbeingaddressedisnonminimum
phase. The large delay and slow speed of response can also

be observed in tbese step responses'

m Comnor Drstcx

TheproposedcontrolarchitectureisshowninFig.5.The
con6ol system consists of fogr essential parts: 1) plant; 2)

estimator; 3) predictive control algorithms; an- d 4) decorpling

elements. The- plant is the FPP with tbe welding current i nd

arc length I as inputs and h and b as outputs [3]. The estima-

L
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F:rg 7. V-predictive hybrid decoupling.
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Fig. 8. Creneralized Planr

The predictors can directly be obtained from (11). Because
€r and €z ?ra white noises, tbe 1'step-ahead predictions (i )
1) at instant k are

(r2)

Suppose the control actions are chosen based on tbe opti-
mization of tbe predictions over , € {N1' N2}. Then lrr and
N2 te called the minimum and maximum costing horizon

[4], respectively. For different subsystems, these two t]?es of
costiag horizons may take different values. One can denote
tbe costing horizons as {Nh1 ,Nhz} and {Ifb1,Nb2} for
the generalized depression and generalized width zubsystems,
respectively.

It is knoum that tb generalized control actions f(fr) and
t(f) are computed after h(e) and b(fr) are sanpled" Thus,

when j
control actions i(k - l),t(k - 2), etc. Also, only when j )
drr * l,h(k + j/k) will depend on the current and funre
contol actions ;(k),i(k + 1), erc. Tberefore, Nht should not
be less than drr* I and is taken to be dn* t hene. In general,
Nh2 should be chosen to encmpass all the response which is
significantly affected by the cun€nt control action, f(ft). In our
case Nh2 is taken to be Mn * drr. Similarly, Nb1 and Nb2

can be chosen- Thus, we obtain: r[h1 = dn* 1 = 10, Nh2 -

Mn*du, - 22,Nb1 = dzz*L = l'7,md Nb2 - M22!d'22 =

17 with tle valrres of d11 ,d22,Mn and M22 taken from the
nominal model (table D.

The objective of a controller is to drive future oulputs close
to tbe set-points. Therefore, sorle algdthms (fs exanple tbe
minimrrm variance conrol) bry to force the output as close
to tbe set-point as possible in only a siryle step (assuming

tbe delay is not considered). If tbe pr@ess is poorly modeled,
energetic control slgals may produce severe oscillation and

TABLE I
Nopmler MoPPI

+ 0.006d(t - 9 - 4) + 0.00n5t(& - 9 - t + 0.03 I E(t - 9 - 6)

+ 0.02t0i(t - 9 - 7) + 0.0406i(t - 9 - E) + 0.0 l 49(t - 9 - 9)

+ 0.0r 20i(t - 9 - l0) + 0.0221i(& - 9 - I l) + 0.0175t(& - 9 - 12)

Modcl + 0.fr177t(t -9- 13) -03E4t(t -16- l)
b(k)-bn = 0364&i(t-15 - 1) + 0.1El9i(& -15 -2) + 0r600(t - 15-3)

+ 0.1632i(& - 15 - 4) + 0.0564ii(t - 15 - t + 0.21 55(t - 15 - 6)

porartrebls d,. =9. tL" =L5. L, =17 d- =L6

. Ttc 4prt"r.i vattls, tt cd as tttc tlgnind valucs, of bn ail D, re 8.93 atd 1423. tl

frc modcl dtc currcnt and arc lcngth arc meunrcd by ttcir diffen:nces with 120 A md
3 uarcspccthtety.

possible instability. To counteract nrch behavio, a smoothed
approach from tbe curent oltput to the set-point is required
in the GPC t4l.

Suppose that he(& + i) is tbe sequence of the set-points of
h and that h*(e + i) is the smoothed reference sequence of
h. h. (lc + i) is obtainable from a simple first-order lag model
with a smoothi'g factor a

h.( , t  +  i )  -  oh*(k + i -  1)  + (1 -  o)hs(k + i )
N h r <  j < N h z .  ( 1 3 )

The initial condition of recursion is

h . ( / c +  N l r 4 4 - 1 )  - A ( e + N h l  - r l k )

where lr(f +Lrnr -L/k) is calculated by (12). In (13) 0 < a <
1. For a larger o a slower transition to the real set-point ho
is achieved with better robustness. When a is less, a faster
transition may be obtained and the rob'ushess is, however,
poorer. Therefore, the proper value of o depends directly on
the model accurrcy and the requirement of the plant outpul

Consider a cost frrnction of tbe form

, ' N h z: '  -  D tatr  + i lk i  -h.( r+ i ) ) '  +t :U,) I ' I  (14)
j =Nh1

where

r  = 171r; , i (k  + 1) , . .  . , i (k  *  Nhz- f fhr) ) '  (15)

is the vector consistitg of tbe current and future control
actions, and 7(e) is tbe penalty weighting of the generalized

control action It can be shown that the penalty resficts tbe
actual control variables (f md l) because of the relationship
betrreen 17,4 ana (r,l). The control law is

/:  min J(k,I)

I.

It can be shown

I - -(Pt P + 7&) /ra"n)-tP'(F - H.) (17)

where

H *  =  ( h - ( e  +  l t r h 1 ) ,  . . ' , h * ( k  +  N h 2 ) ) t

f  h O + i l k )  - b r o  + p n i ( k + i )
lEtr + i / k) = bzo + p22l(k+ i).

( trn,
r(k,I)= "t,h,(h(e + i) -h.(& + i)) ' +/(fr)i ' i)

(10
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and ff,F and P are defined bY

a r + pI.

To calculae .I, we must invert fu Mn x Mn marix (Pt P +

7(&Xra"").
In tbe GPC theuy, tbere is a key asnrmptim which has

been shown to be beneficial both in improving the robusbrcss

md in providing simplified calculatim. The assrmptim is

that tbere exists a'tontrol horizon'beyond which all control

increments becme zero. Thus, we need to determine soure
positive integer lf" < Mrr which will serve as the control
norUon. For an open-loop stable plant which may also exhibit
dead-time and/or nominimgm phase, N" equal to one grves

an acceptable conrol [4], [9]. Thus, N., = 1 is selected.
ror l(r + N"), ' ' ' ,i(k * Nhz - Nhr), t*o choices exist:

letting i(k + i) -- ;(e) U = N.,,' ", Nhz - 1,rhr) or
i(k+ i) = 0 (i = N.,, . . ., Nhz-1,rhr).Because tbe value of

tbe welding current in orn discussion is tbe differerce between
the acnral welding cgrrent and its operatiag-point value, i.e.,
l2o A l3l,i(k + j) = 0 means that tbe real weldi'g current
is 120 A, not zero. For ogr case of N" = 1, simulations
have been condrrted using tbe above two choices. It was

shown that when i(k + i) = t(e) was used, the control

actions wer€ smooth even without tbe weighting of con6ol.
In this case, however, both nonfivid steady-state errors and

slow responses we,re obserrred. When i(k + i) = 0, much

better control performance was rchieved by using appropriate
weighting. Thus we select i(k +r) = 0 (i = t,' ' ', Mn- 1),

- md obtain

H = F + P I - F + P J & ) (le)

where & is tbe fint coh:mn af, P. The corresponding control

law becomes

7(r; = -Pi@ - H.)lel.Pt * r(k)). (20)

This is the predictive control alguithm for the generalized

depression nrbsystem. Similarly, we can obtain tbe predictive

control algsithm for tbe generalized weld width zubsystem.

C. Predictive DecouPling

Suppose tbe output of tbe predictive decorpliag element is

Af (see Fig. 7), that is

i  = A,i  +i.

The decorpling condition is p11(l + Ai) * pnl = Pni- Thus,
if one denotes Ah(e) as the ottput of tbe follorring system:

50

40

30

20

l0

0
0 l0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

time (second)

Fig 9. Simulated predictive cqruol with slight weighting rh = 0.002,'yb =

0 and snroothing factor a = 0'9' when 1n = o was used' the sy*em was
(18) nd stable. When the slight control weight 1s, - O.W2 is used, the systent

becomes stable.

A? shoild be selected to generate Ah so that

Ah = -pnl. (n)

That is, -ptzl are tbe set-points for the funre ouFuts of

system (21). If tbese set-poinb can be exactly tracked by

selecting Af, exact full decorpling wiil be acquired- It can

be shown, however, that this will return to (10).

It can be seen that tbe decorpling now becomes a confrol
problem of system (21). The predictive control principle used
in m2 can also be employed here to acquire an equation

to detemine Ai. The only difference is that the set-points
here depend on the rc lengths whereas tbe set-points in the
predictive con6ol are constants. The resultant difference will

oaly be tbe costing horizons.
The minimum costing horizon Ndr can still be selected as

drr * 1. Since tbe fuhre set-points of Ah here are notentirely
knoum (i.e., only the past arc lengths t(e - 1), l(e - 2), etc. are

available, but tbe clrrent and future arc lengths are not knoqm
yet), however, tbe murimtrm costitg horizon Ndz can not be

selected as in tbe predictive control whe're tbe funre set-points
are presuned to be knoum. Thus, it seems that we can only

choose Ndz - drz. Tlrerefore, we obtain Ndt - drr * 1 =

10, and Ndz - drz = 16. Tio imprwe tbe robustness of the
predictive decorpliry, Ndz is expeced-to be increased by

Mn * drr. For this pgrpose, let tbe set-points of Ah orrer

Uc i atr+ 1, & + Mnlmaintain tbe value of -pnl(k + d:r-)'

tX**r", tbe achral value of -p111(k + i) (Mtt > i > d:':)

may not be equal to -p111(k * dtz)- Because only the frst

term of Af, the decorpl$g action v@tor, is acfirally applied
just as in tbe situation of f, however, this reabnent is feasible.

Based on tbe selected costing horizons, tbe decorpling

atgorithm can be achieved using the same principle as in tbe

predictive control. Thus, a predictive decorpling algoithm is

achieved. It can be seen that tbe proposed decorpling does

not condgct an exact decorpling. In fact, because of the

inexact prcess model, no exact decorpling could possibly be

achieved. In this case, robushess of tbe decorpling ryainst the

model uncertainty becmes a realistic goal. This robiustness

is just tbe objective projected by tbe predictive algorithns.
Thus, using the proposed predictive decorpling algqithm

and tbe predictive conEoller, satisfactory system performance

has been achieved in simulations (Fig. 12) and experiments
(Fies. 15-19).
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D. Estimator

The OLA parameters of the FPP can be on-line identified
using the standard recursive least-squares algsithm [10]. The
foryening factor is 0.98.
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calculations are performed, tn" computation 1

identification is negligible in comparison with the im€e

praessing and predictive alguithms. The time needed for tbe
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Fig 14. Sag range and initial locations of electrode and laser stripe. The

range defined by the initial pcitions of the laser sfipe and electrode has no
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Fig. 15. Closed-loop control under gas rate variation.
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Fig 16. Closed-lmp control under gap variation.

.Atptin. control computation, including the predictive conrol
algoithms and on-line identification, is less than 150ms. Thus,
ttn samptittg interval of 0.5 second can be guaranteed.

ry. SwruurroN
Two 6pes of simulations will be done. In the first tpe

of simulatioq tbe welding prcess is simulated using tbe
nominal model. Also, tbe nominal model will be used as the a
prbri model. This tSpe of simulation is used to determine the
default paramet€rs in tbe control and decorpling algorithms,
i.e., the weights and smoothing facton. In the second tWe of
sinulation" tbe robushess of the designed controller will be
tested using different t5'pical welding conditions. Six individ'
ual models acquired under six t5pical weldi'g conditions [3]
will be used to simulate the prcess. The nominal model will
be used as tbe a priori model. If the system works well under
different t5pical conditions, tlen the designed conrol system
will be robust in the practice of welding.
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Fig 17. Ope'n-loop and cloed-loop control under variation of heat transfer

condition: (a) open-loop reslllt The large variation in h is caused by the

variation in heat transfer condition, (b) Closed-loop result. Smaller initial

curTent causes smaller h during the open-loop range. One the closed-loop

control begins, h quickly reaches the desired level. Then h is maintained at

the desired level despite the variation in heat transfer condition.

por simplicity, the weights 2ad smsothing factors in the con-
trol and decorpling are selected tobe the same. The simulation
time is 200 sampling intervals as in the experinents.

Denote tbe weigbts of tbe contol actions in tbe generalized
depression and generafized width zubsystems as 7n &d 7a'
respectively. It is observed that oscillation may be generated
fr 'lo - 0 and tn = 0 are used. rWhen 71' = 0.002 and
^fa -- 0 are used, the oscillation is eliminated (Fig. 9). The
control actions, however, still frequently fluctuate in tbe initial
regulation perid (Fig. 9).This conrol actim fluctuation is not
desirable in a practical control system. When greater weigbts
are used, tbe current t€nds to be smoother. The regulation
speed is decreased, however, and larger steady'state errors are
observed. In tbe initial regulation period, large and frequent
fluctuations are possible because the large enor in tbe initial
regulation perid may drive the contoller to yield energetic
actions. To restrict the control actions, a lalger weight can
be used. After the initial regulation perid, however, the
errors between tbe actual and desired outputs becme smaller.
Smaller elrors tend to suppress tbe control actions. In this case,
if a larger weight is used, tbe conEol actions will become
too suppressed. Consequently, tbe regulation speed will be
decreased and tbe st€ady-state errors will increase. Thus,
different weigbts may be appreciated in different regulation
periods. In this study, we propose to use a mwing weightiry
that is generated by the following:
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Fig. 13. Open-loop and cloed-loop control under variation of gas rate and

arc length: (a) Open-loop result The arc length gradually changes from 3 mm

to 4 mm. Before the gas rate is changed from lol/min to Sl/min, slight

decrease in h is observed. When the gas rate des:eases, h is Fduced severcly,
(b) Oosed-loop result. In the open-loop lge, lr is sntaller than the desired

value. When the closd-loo,p sqltrol begins, the curent increases rapidly. This

makes h reach the desired level quickly. Then h is maintained at the desired
level despite the variuions in gas rate and arc length.
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Fig. 19. Oosed-loop control for electrode caused initial disturbane. A mre

bhrnt elechode is used than in the eryeriment of Fig. 18. This makes h much

smallef than the desired level in the open-loop Period. h reaches the desired

level rapidty, however, after the cloed-loop cqttrol beglns.

The resultant rr,(e) shown in Fig. l0(a) is tb actual weight
used at step k. When this moving weight is used, tbe fluc'
tuation of the control action is eliminated tFig. 10O)1. Also,
a rapid regulation sp€ed and negligible steady'state error are
observed tFig. l0O)]. Thus, the moving weight is chosen

In the above examples, o = 0.9 was used. It is knoum tbat
a larger smoothing factor tends to improve tb syste,m stability
robrusEress. The speed of response, however, will be decreased.
To select a proper smoothing factor, a trade-off betrveen tbe
qpeed and rob'ushess must be made. Simulatims have been
conducted using different smoothing facton to track varied
set-points. Fig. I I plots the results using a = 0.8 and o =

rTPT TRANSACIIONS ON CONTROL SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY, VOL.4, NO. 4, JI]LY 1996

0.9. It can be seen that when o = 0.9, tbe regUlation speed is
slow, whereas tbe regulation speed assaiated with o = 0.8 is
quite acceptable. Also, no significant fluctuation is observed
for tbe control action when a = 0.8. Thus, o = 0.8 is selected.

The desi$ed conroller can be incorporated with tbe re-
cgrsive least square algsithm to acquire the robust adaptive
decorpling control system (Fig. 5).Fig. 12 grves tbe simulaed
responses in different typical welding conditions. It can be
seen that no significant steady-state errors can be observed.
Also, tbe regulation qpeeds are acceptable. Thus, the desired
r€sponses have been rchieved despie the unmodeled uncer-
tairuies.
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V. BcTnIMENTS

The contol algdithm has been used to condtrct extensive
closed-loop control experiments under vuied heat ranSer
condition, electrode tip angle, bufi root openiag, and flow
rate of shielding gas. These variations are used to emulate the
stahastic or unexpected disturbances during welding which
must be overcome by the closed-loop confrol action The
material is stainless steel 304. The thickness of tbe plate
is 3 mm. The dimensions of tbe workpiece are 250 -''' in
length and 100 mm in width [Fig. 13(a)]. In tbe experiments
for varied heat transfer condition, tbe workpieces have been
rashaped to dter tbe heat trander condition along the seam

tFig. 13O)l and bead-on-plate welds were made, whereas
bufr welds were made for the rest of the experiments on
regularly shaped workpieces [Fig. 13(a)]. The angles used for
tbe elecrode tip are 60o or 450 and wil be given for each
individual experiment. Tbe tqch speed is 2 mm/s. The confol
period is 0.5 s. Argon is used as tbe shielding gas.

Because of tbe distance between the electrode and laser
stripe, tbe measuements of h and b are zero druing the first
t0 s (Fig. 14). This initial delay was not emulated in the
simulations (Figs. 9-12). Also, a sall delay exists from the
arc strike to tbe formation of weld bead- Thus' tle achral
interval of zeronrc,Nurements is abogt 12 s. During this period,
tbe prcbess can only be conEolled open-loop using tbe welding' "r:'';{*"

paramet€rs determined by the a priort model. The difference
betrveen the actual model and the a prbri model will certainly
yield initial ouQut elrors. During practical welditg, tbese
initial erors can be reduced 1s x minimum by using properly

selected initial welding paramet€rs. In tbe experimentation,
tbese initial errors wel€ used to show how well tbe contol
syst€m functions.

If tbe delay were small, good conEol performance corild
have been achieved based on feedback measuements using
any other zuitable controller. In our case, however, due to
the large delay and time constant, the effect of the control
actions can only be sgf8ciently observed after a long period.
In additim, tbe model uncertainty is zubstantial. Thus, it is
very difficult to acquire good performance only based on tbe
feedback measurements. For such a plant, the forward lmg-
range prediction can play a firndanental role in improving tbe
system performance.

The GPC relies on both the feedback measurements and
forward predictions. Its performance depends on tbe model

\-
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accurircy. ThroWh tbe adaptive con6ol, tbe initial model will
be modified based on on-line measured data. To obtain a mol€
accurare modified model, a sufficient amornt of data must
be used. Thus, in the experimentation, the data measured in

tbe fimt 10 seconds are only used for nodifying the model.
The closed-loop control actions will be calculated after this
period based on the modified model. Thus, the open-loop
control based on tbe initial model lasts abort 22 seconds
(Fiss. 15-19).
Experiment |-Variatbn in Rate of Argon Flow (0 = 6t):
The experimental reccds are shown in Fig. 15. It can be
seen tbat duriqg the initial period, tbe acnral h is larger
than the set-point hs. After closed-loop control is applied,
tbe correct conEol actions re taken at once 6 change the
weldiag parameterc. Thus, daqpite tbe inherent large delay and
inaccurate a priori model, tbe correct welding paramet€rs can
be determined to achieve tbe desired ou@u6.

In this experiment, a st€p disturbance of argon flow rate
is applied at t = 53 s (see the arrow in Fig. 15) to change
tbe rate from 10 l,tnin to 5 Lhin. It is known that tbe
decrease in tle rate of argon flow will reduce tbe effect of
compression and cooling on tbe arc. Consequently' the arc
will be more widely distributed. As a rezulf tbe parameters
of tbe arc pressure field are c,hanged and the energy density
of tbe arc volume decreased tlll . This, in turn, increases b

slightly, and decreases h. ThroWh the measurements of both
h and b, however, a prqper corrective con8ol action is taken,
tbereby maintaining h and b near tbe set-points. Therefore, tbe

I disnrbance of tbe flow rate of shielding gas is overcome.
Experiment 2-Variation in Root Opening (0 = 60"); The gap
between two plates to be joind varies frm 0 to 0.5 mm
gradually. The rate of argon flow is 10 Lhin. The results are
shown in Fig. 16. It can be seen that h and D are maintained
near tbe set-points due to the regulation of connol actions.
Experiment 3-Varied Heat Transfer Condition (0 = 60"):
Varied heat transfer condition is emulated by the geometry
of tbe workpiece [see Fig. 13O)]. The rate of rgon flow is
15 !hin- The open-toop and closed-loop results are shown
in Fig. 17 (a) md O), respectively. It is observed that h in
tbe open-loop experirnent is influenced by tbe heat transfer
condition. In tbe case of the closed'loop, however, no influence
of heat Eansfer condition on h is observed. The waveform of
r in Fig. 17 O) illustates the adaption to the heat transfer
condition.
Experiment 4-Step Clnnge of tlrc Rate of Argon Flow and
Gra&nl Clwnge of tlre Arc kngth @ = A56t): A step
change of the rate of frgon flow from 10 Lhin to 5 lrlnin
is applied at about t = 50 s. In the open-loop case, the arc
length varies frm 3 mm to 4 mm gradually. In tbe closed'
loop case, the sane increments of arc length are also applied-
The control law, however, will change the arc length based on
tb feedback measurements.

The experirnental results are shown in Fig. 18. It can be ob'
served that in the open-lmp case h shghtly decreases gradually
before tbe step change of tb argon flow rate is applied. When
tbe step change is applied, however, h decreases severely.
In tb closed-loop case, dl tbese disturbances have been
compensated lltig. 18O)1.

9

Experiment S-lnitial Disfirbarrce Caased by Elecfiode Tip
Angle (0 = 60o): The initial welding parameters re the
sarne as in Experiment 4. A more blunt elecEode is used'
however. The arc pressure and heat disfibution becme less
concenrated [12]. Thus, tbe renrlunt h should be smaller.
It can be seen in Fig. 19 that a large initial elror has been
generated by tbe blnntelectrode. Despie tbe large initial elror,
the outputs have reached the set-points aft€r tbe feedback
contol is applied.

It can be seen frm tbe above experinents that tbe uniform
sag geonptry can tre achieved deqpite difrerent distprbances.
Thus, tbe designed connol system is rcceptable.

VI. CoNcrusrcN

Because of tbe distance between the weld pool and tbe
laser stripe, delays exist in tbe addressed prcess. The vari-
ations in the welding conditions cause uncertainties in tbe
model coefficients, orders, and delays. Also, tbe praess is
nonminimum phase. This is a pr@ess that is difficult to
conrol. It has been shown by both simulation and experirnents
that this process has been sgccessfiilly controlled using the
designed predictive control and decorpling algorithms. Despite
tbe disngbances and variations in tbe welding conditions,
desired sag geonefical parameters can be acquired. Thus, the
developed system prwides a promising technology for weld
quality control.
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